Immediate Release

Kingsoft Internet Security Received Another International Award
Granted “Pass” In The Highly-Praised AV-Comparatives PUA Test
(December 15, 2009 – Hong Kong) Kingsoft Corporation Limited (“Kingsoft” or the
“Company”; SEHK stock code: 03888), China’s leading entertainment and
applications software developer, distributor and service provider in terms of market
share, announced today that Kingsoft Internet Security has passed the PUA
(Potentially Unwanted Applications) Test of AV-Comparatives, an internationally
recognized organization in anti-virus software testing, becoming the first
Chinese-made software to pass the test so far. This is a solid proof of the outstanding
performance of Kingsoft Internet Security in clearing adware, spyware and rogue
software as well as its leadership and strong competitive strength in domestic
software market.
Headquartered in Austria, AV-Comparatives is an internationally recognized
organization in anti-virus software testing with very high reputation in the industry. To
ensure the independence and the impartiality of test results, the organization does not
accept any sponsorship. PUA Test is set to test the capacity of professional security
software in clearing adware, spyware and rogue software. The test includes over
750,000 testing samples. The pass of PUA Test is a recognition of Kingsoft Internet
Security’s effective protection to general users by detecting and clearing various
viruses.
Kingsoft Antivirus has passed the Retrospective/ Proactive Test of Av-comparatives
and then a test of the UK-based Virus Bulletin, another internationally recognized
organization in anti-virus software testing. That is also the eighth time to pass the
Virus Bulletin test. Evidenced by the numerous awards, Kingsoft Internet Security is
outstanding in clearing computer virus and has an edge in the highly competitive
anti-virus software market in China.
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About Kingsoft Corporation Limited
Following the commercial launch of its first office applications software WPS 1.0 in
1989, Kingsoft Corporation Limited has now become a leading entertainment and
applications software developer, distributor and service provider in China, based on
market share. The Company leverages its comprehensive software development
platform to offer a wide range of innovative entertainment and applications software.
Kingsoft has several well-known products such as WPS Office, Kingsoft PowerWord,
Kingsoft Internet Security, and online games such as the JX Series and The First Myth.
In addition, the Company sells various products such as Kingsoft Internet Security
and Kingsoft PowerWord to retail consumers, corporate organizations and
government agencies in China using online and offline distribution channels.
With its headquarters in Beijing, Kingsoft has multiple research and development
centers based in Zhuhai, Beijing, Chengdu, Dalian and Shenzhen. The Company’s
vision is to create world-class software products that run on every computer. The
Company’s strategy is to enhance its position as a leading entertainment and
application software developer, operator and distributor in China and to expand its
presence in certain oversea markets.
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